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Punjab Small Industries & Export Corporation
limited was set up in the year 1962 with one of the
objectives of promoting handicrafts and local arts
through its 'Phulkari' emporiums. Ever since it has

led many initiatives to showcase Punjab's rich
heritage and culture on a national scale. Currently it

has 5 active locations based out of Amritsar,
Chandigarh, Delhi, Kolkata and Patiala. 

 
 



The word phulkari literally means flowering. It is a
form of craft in which embroidery is done in a

simple and sparse design over shawls and dupattas.
The main characteristics of Phulkari embroidery are
use of darn stitch on the wrong side of coarse cotton

cloth with colored silken thread. Phulkari, is a
skillful manipulation of single stitch that provides

interesting pattern on the cloth. The base is khaddar
cloth. Punjabi women create innumerable alluring

and interesting designs and patterns by their skillful
manipulation of the darn stitch. Many folk songs on

Phulkari are part of Punjab culture.
 

Phulkari, Punjab Government Emporiums are 52
years old now and we wish to grow with your love

and support. 



Weaving and Embroidery



The weaving of durries are very common with the
Punjabi women. Durries are actually made by cotton

used as floor or bed spreads. There are different
motifs like stripes, squares, checks are prevalent.

Sometimes motifs of animals and birds are also made.
 

Phulkari is a traditional pattern of weaving in Punjab. It
is popular with the women of Punjab since the 15th

century. Among the Art and Craft of Punjab, Phulkari
is the most popular handiwork recognised in India and

abroad. Phulkari is mainly associated with flower
embroidery.

 
Phulkari Emporiums have collated a wide range of

durries and Phularis from across Punjab.You will find
a selection of  Bagh, Chope, Subhar, Sainchi, Tilpatra,
Neelal, Ghungat bagh and chammas phulkaris that are

handpicked.



MUD WORK



The Mud Works is an ancient practice in Punjab. It
is a skill of the artisans of Punjab to transfer dull

objects into magnificent work of art. Generally it is a
trend in Punjab to plaster the walls of the house with
mud and then create different motifs and designs on
them. These kind of works are generally performed

by the rural women of Punjab. Earlier the Mud
Works were done due to certain superstitions to

keep away the evil spirits from the households. This
art of painting mud walls is known as Chowk-

Poorana in Punjab. Mainly the Mud Works were
done during the festivals in the village, like the

Navaratra poorna, Karva-Chauth, Hoi or Ahoi, and
Diwali. 



FURNITURE



Comfortable, attractive and the eloquently
decorated "Pidhis" and "Manjis" of Punjab are some
of the splendid products of the handicraft industry
of Punjab. During the olden days when there was

hardly any concept of "Modular Kitchen", the
Punjabi women preferred to sit in the four legged

small stool that were very comfortable and usable as
well.The small stools that are beautifully designed
by the craftsmen of Punjab now serve a variety of
purpose and are used on several occasions to suit

the convenience of the user.



ORNAMENTS



Representing the vibrant and dynamic nature of the
state, the people of Punjab flaunt several

"Traditional Ornaments" during festivals and other
important occasions. 

Punjab has always encouraged the use of heavy
jeweleries during marriages and other occasions. 

Lotan earrings, Pippal Patti jewellery Bala earrings,
Karnphul, Jhumka and Dhedu earrings, Pakhi which
is used as a hand fan and Paranda which is a colorful
hanging worn in women's hair are a few ornaments

widely used by women in Punjab.  



CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR



The needle work or the Weaving and Embroidery in
Punjab is known by various names. In Punjab,

Weaving and Embroidery forms the part of daily
lives of the women. On certain auspicious occasions

and festivals, these works are highly used. The
needle work are mainly done on the scarves, bed
spreads, salvars, shirts, and dupattas.  The Patiala
Shahi Salwar is a famous clothing item recognised

across the country. 
Punjabi Jutti, also known as Jooti, Khussa and

Mojari is a handcrafted footwear made of leather
which is beaded and embroidered with silk threads

and sequins. It is worn in day to day life, on
weddings, religious occasions and to parties and

festivals.



CORPORATE GIFTING



Corporate gifting plays a major role today. Here at
Phulkari we have a varied range of corporate gifting
items ranging from price friendly stationary items

like diaries, pencil, folders, laptop sleeves, coasters
to Phulkari and Brass products including customised

Phulkari wearable item for both men and women.
 

Phulkari also has Gold and Silver coins available in 5
gm, 10 gms and 50 gms that are MMTC certified.
These commemorative medallions were specially

curated on the auspicious occasion of 400th
Parkash Utsav of Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Ji. 
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